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focuses on key themes such as creation, magic, ritual and eternity. Fully-illustated and printed on highquality paper, the book provides an excellent introductoin to ancient Egyptian mythology and ritual
encompassing the gods, creation, life, death and the afterlife. --Reveals the mysteries of the ancient
Egyptians’ fascinating and amazingly diverse belief system, with its emphasis on funerary cults. --Displays a
wealth of quotations from ancient Egyptian sources, including intriguing spells from the Book of the Dead
and mystical ritual incantations. --Unfolds the rich tapestry of ancient Egyptian myth, from the powers of the
gods and pharaohs to the journey in search of the eternal paradise. --Contains more than 90 evocative
photographs of ancient Egyptian sites and artefacts plus more than 40 specially-commissioned colour
artworks.
Warlock Wilbur Smith 2001-05-22 Wilbur Smith, one of the world's most acclaimed adventure writers, returns
to the world of ancient Egypt withWarlock, the stunning sequel to the New York Times bestselling River God.
In the wake of a sixty-year war over the reign of the kingdoms of Egypt, two young pharaohs have risen to
claim power, but only one can succeed, deciding the fate of his empire forever... The mission of Prince Nefer,
rightful heir to the throne, is to rebuild a magniﬁcent kingdom in the stark and tumbled ruins of the
embattled city of Gallala. The desire of Lord Naja is to destroy his rival and rule the land with unholy
supremacy. But Nefer has on his side the warlock Taita, a matchless ally and legendary priest of notorious
powers... To see their dream come true, Nefer and Taita must stay one step ahead of the depraved assassin,
survive the tortuous shadow of her ever-pursuing armies, and outwit the shocking betrayals of is own ﬂesh
and blood. As Nefer's courage increases, and as Taita's magic grows more beguiling, so grows stronger the
power of their tireless enemies.... Now, with the threat of tyranny and blood thundering closer and closer
toward the vulnerable gates of Gallala, the ultimate battle for Egypt will begin...
In Quest of Justice Khaled Fahmy 2018-11-13 In Quest of Justice provides the ﬁrst full account of the
establishment and workings of a new kind of state in Egypt in the modern period. Drawing on
groundbreaking research in the Egyptian archives, this highly original book shows how the state aﬀected
those subject to it and their response. Illustrating how shari’a was actually implemented, how criminal justice
functioned, and how scientiﬁc-medical knowledges and practices were introduced, Khaled Fahmy oﬀers
exciting new interpretations that are neither colonial nor nationalist. Moreover he shows how lower-class
Egyptians did not see modern practices that fused medical and legal purposes in new ways as contrary to
Islam. This is a major contribution to our understanding of Islam and modernity.
The Quest for Immortality Erik Hornung 2002 "This volume accompanies an exhibition of the same name,
which includes artefacts from nearly 2000 years before the Christian era. Objects such as coﬃns, tombs,
masks, jewellery, papyri, sarcophagi and monumental and small-scale sculpture reveal the reverence and
awe with which the Egyptians considered the mystery of death. The essays in this book explore Egyptian art
history, customs and worship, with speciﬁc focus on the Amduat, a book devoted to the pharaoh's 12-hour
journey to the afterlife. Additional writings detail the background of the collection and focus upon the role of
art in ancient Egypt."--Amazon.
Economic Turbulence Clair Brown 2008-09-15 Every day, in every sector of our economy, a business shuts
down while another starts up, jobs are created while others are cut, and workers are hired while others are
laid oﬀ. This constant ﬂux, or turbulence, is a deﬁning characteristic of our free market system, yet it mostly
inspires angst about unemployment, loss of earnings, and the overall competitiveness of corporations. But is
this endless cycle of ﬂuctuation really so bad for America? Might something positive be going on in the
economy as a result of it? In this penetrating work, three esteemed economists seek to answer these
questions by exploring the real impact of volatility on American workers and businesses alike. According to
the authors, while any number of events--shifts in consumer demand, changes in technology, mergers and
acquisitions, or increased competition--can contribute to economic turbulence, our economy as a whole is, by
and large, stronger for it, because these processes of creation and destruction make it more ﬂexible and
adaptable. The authors also acknowledge and document the adverse consequences of this turbulence on
diﬀerent groups of workers and ﬁrms and discuss the resulting policy challenges. Basing their argument on
an up-close look into the dealings and practices of ﬁve key industries—ﬁnancial services, retail food services,
trucking, semiconductors, and software—the authors demonstrate the positive eﬀects of turbulence on
career paths, employee earnings, and ﬁrm performance. The ﬁrst substantial attempt to disentangle and
make clear the complexities of this phenomenon in the United States, Economic Turbulence will be viewed as
a major achievement and the centerpiece of any discussion on the subject for years to come.
The Quest Wilbur Smith 2018-01-01 The fourth book in the epic Egyptian series The fourth book in the epic
Egyptian series 'She is omnivorous. No matter age or appearance, physical frailty or imperfection. It is not
their ﬂesh that feeds her appetites, but their souls. she devours the young and old, men and women. She
leaves only a desiccated husk.' An unspeakable evil. An impossible gift. Renowned magus Taita is now over a
hundred years old, and has ascended to a new level of wisdom and understanding about his world. But he
must prepare himself for the greatest threat Egypt has ever faced: the great plagues and the fair of the Nile,
brought about by the ﬁre witch Eos, an ancient force of sheer evil. Taita must risk his soul to battle against
Eos, or his homeland and everything he has ever loved will be lost forever. But there are other reasons for
Taita to ﬁght -- since success could also mean rewards he could never have thought possible...
Egyptian Magic Maarten J. Raven 2012 "The ancient Egyptians were ﬁrmly convinced of the importance of
magic, which was both a source of supernatural wisdom and a means of aﬀecting one's own fate. The gods
themselves used it for creating the world, granting mankind magical powers as an aidto the struggle for
existence. Magic formed a link between human beings, gods, and the dead. Magicians were the
indispensable guardians of the god-given cosmic order, learned scholars who were always searching for the
Magic Book of Thoth, which could explain the wonders of nature. Egyptian Magic, illustrated with wonderful
and mysterious objects from European museum collections, describes how Egyptian sorcerers used their
craft to protect the weakest members of society, to support the gods in their ﬁghtagainst evil, and to imbue
the dead with immortality, and explores the arcane systems and traditions of the occult that governed this
well-organized universe of ancient Egypt."--Publisher's website.
The Book of the Dead Sir Ernest Alfred Wallis Budge 1901
Predator Wilbur Smith 2016-03-22 Former operative Major Hector Cross must face oﬀ against a pair of
lethal enemies and prevent an international catastrophe in this gripping contemporary adventurethriller—perfect for fans of Clive Cussler, Ted Bell, and Vince Flynn—from the legendary worldwide
bestselling author of Desert God and Golden Lion. One of the most formidable ﬁghters in the world, ex-SAS
warrior and former private security consultant Major Hector Cross has survived explosive tangles with
depraved enemies—warlords, pirates, and arms dealers—from the Middle East to the heart of Africa. Now,
Cross must take the law into his own hands once again to stop a vengeful old enemy who has
resurfaced—and hunt down a deadly new nemesis in pursuit of global domination. Co-written with
internationally bestselling author Tom Cain, this exciting tale, ﬁlled with knife-edge tension, cunning global
intrigue, rip-roaring action, and breathtaking adventure, demonstrates the extraordinary vision and talent of
a writer with a gift for consistently delivering nonstop entertainment.
The Quest For Hermes Trismegistus Gary Lachman 2011-06-09 From the sands of Alexandria via the
Renaissance palaces of the Medicis, to our own times, this spiritual adventure story traces the profound
inﬂuence of Hermes Trismegistus -- the 'thrice-great one', as he was often called -- on the western mind. For
centuries his name ranked among the most illustrious of the ancient world. Considered by some a
contemporary of Moses and a forerunner of Christ, this almost mythical ﬁgure arose in fourth century BC
Alexandria, from a fusion of the Egyptian god Thoth and the Greek god Hermes. Master of magic, writing,
science, and philosophy, Hermes was thought to have walked with gods and be the source of the divine
wisdom granted to man at the dawn of time. Gary Lachman has written many books exploring ancient
traditions for the modern mind. In The Quest for Hermes Trismegistus, he brings to life the mysterious
character of this great spiritual guide, exposing the many theories and stories surrounding him, and
revitalizing his teachings for the modern world. Through centuries of wars, conquests and religious
persecutions, the fragile pages of the teachings of Hermes Trismegistus have still survived. This is a book for

The Quest Wilbur Smith 2018-01-01 She is omnivorous. No matter age or appearance, physical frailty or
imperfection. It is not their ﬂesh that feeds her appetites, but their souls. She devours young and old, men
and women. She leaves only a desiccated husk. An unspeakable evil. An impossible gift. Renowned magus
Taita is now over a hundred years old, and has ascended to a new level of wisdom and understanding about
his world. But he must prepare himself for the biggest threat Egypt has ever faced: the great plagues and
the failure of the Nile, brought about by the ﬁre witch Eos, an ancient force of sheer evil. Taita must risk his
soul to battle against Eos, or his homeland and everything he has ever loved will be lost forever. But there
are other reasons for Taita to ﬁght - since success could also mean rewards he could never have thought
possible . . . The fourth book in the epic Egyptian Series
The Struggle for Egypt Steven A. Cook 2011-10-07 The recent revolution in Egypt has shaken the Arab world
to its roots. The most populous Arab country and the historical center of Arab intellectual life, Egypt is a
linchpin of the US's Middle East strategy, receiving more aid than any nation except Israel. This is not the
ﬁrst time that the world and has turned its gaze to Egypt, however. A half century ago, Egypt under Nasser
became the putative leader of the Arab world and a beacon for all developing nations. Yet in the decades
prior to the 2011 revolution, it was ruled over by a sclerotic regime plagued by nepotism and corruption.
During that time, its economy declined into near shambles, a severely overpopulated Cairo fell into disrepair,
and it produced scores of violent Islamic extremists such as Ayman al-Zawahiri and Mohammed Atta. In The
Struggle for Egypt, Steven Cook--a Senior Fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations--explains how this
parlous state of aﬀairs came to be, why the revolution occurred, and where Egypt might be headed next. A
sweeping account of Egypt in the modern era, it incisively chronicles all of the nation's central historical
episodes: the decline of British rule, the rise of Nasser and his quest to become a pan-Arab leader, Egypt's
decision to make peace with Israel and ally with the United States, the assassination of Sadat, the
emergence of the Muslim Brotherhood, and--ﬁnally--the demonstrations that convulsed Tahrir Square and
overthrew an entrenched regime. Throughout Egypt's history, there has been an intense debate to deﬁne
what Egypt is, what it stands for, and its relation to the world. Egyptians now have an opportunity to ﬁnally
answer these questions. Doing so in a way that appeals to the vast majority of Egyptians, Cook notes, will be
diﬃcult but ultimately necessary if Egypt is to become an economically dynamic and politically vibrant
society.
The Illustrated Guide to the Egyptian Museum in Cairo Alessandro Bongioanni 2001 An immense reservoir of
art history, Cairo's Museum of Egyptian Antiquities contains fabulous collections of relics from the
Mediterranean's most mysterious and ancient civilization, the true cradle of western culture. From the
creation of the ﬁrst state on the banks of the Nile to its submission to the Roman empire, the millennial story
of ancient Egypt is recounted here through the artistic masterpieces, the everyday objects, the spectacular
jewels, and the magniﬁcent remains from the tombs of the pharaohs, all remarkably assembled within the
walls of a single institution. Structured as a guide, but fully illustrated with superb color photographs, this
book suggests a simple but comprehensive itinerary through the museum, subdividing the tour into chapters
devoted to the most important episodes in Egyptian history. Collected during the course of over a century of
archaeological excavations, jewelry, tools, toys, models, religious objects, mummies, and monumental
sculptures oﬀer vivid glimpses of a formidable civilization. The rich funerary cache of Tutankhamun, the
treasures of Tanis, and the jewels of Queen Ahhotep reﬂect the glory of the Egyptian monarchy, but there
are insights too into the day-to-day lives of the more humble sections of society. Previously unpublished
photographs and plans alongside texts prepared by the museum curators themselves help readers to
penetrate the corridors and halls of the great museum in search of a heritage unique in its richness and
variety, following in the footsteps of the great ﬁgures in Egyptian history: from the pharaohs, suspended
between heaven and earth, to the archaeologists who, with their patient excavations, have helped to shed
new light on the land of the pyramids.
Reawakened Colleen Houck 2015-08-11 A New York Times Bestseller! From Colleen Houck, New York Times
bestselling author of The Tiger’s Curse, comes an epic Egyptian-inspired adventure about two star-crossed
teens who must battle mythical forces and ancient curses on a journey with more twists and turns than the
Nile itself! When seventeen-year-old Lilliana Young enters the Metropolitan Museum of Art one morning
during spring break, the last thing she expects to ﬁnd is a live Egyptian prince with godlike powers, who has
been reawakened after a thousand years of mummiﬁcation. And she really can’t imagine being chosen to aid
him in an epic quest that will lead them across the globe. But fate has taken hold of Lily, and she, along with
her sun prince, Amon, must travel to the Valley of the Kings, raise his brothers, and stop an evil, shapeshifting god named Seth from taking over the world. And don't miss new adventures with Lily in the rest of
the Reawakened series: Recreated and Reunited! Praise for the Reawakened Series: "[A] must-read for thrillseekers and fans of alternate worlds."—RT Book Reviews "Rick Riordan fans who are looking for another
series will delight in this fantasy."—SLJ "Wonderfully written and…the heart-pounding adventures are topped
only by the heart-melting romance."—The Deseret News "A sparkling new novel with a fully imagined world
and mythos, and crackling romance! Egyptian mythology has never been this riveting!"—Aprilynne Pike, #1
New York Times bestselling author of the Wings series, on Reawakened, book one in the series
That's Not a Hippopotamus! Juliette MacIver 2016 On a visit to Don's Safari, the students in class 2B attempt
to ﬁnd a missing hippopotamus.
Egyptian Curse (Time Hunters, Book 6) Chris Blake 2014-01-02 Join Tom on an incredible treasure hunt
through time and battle history’s mightiest warriors. The sixth book in a new time-travelling series – perfect
for fans of Beast Quest.
Knowledge for the Afterlife Theodor Abt 2003-01-01 Why the Amduat is signiﬁcant -- every evening the
sun becomes old and weak and ﬁnally sets behind the Western horizon. Yet, it rises again in the morning,
rejuvenated. How is that possible? How could the sun for the Ancient Egyptians the Sun God become young
and revitalised during the night, during his night journey? What happens during this time? The Amduat is a
description of the journey of the Sun God through the night world, that is also the world of the deceased. The
knowledge contained in the Amduat is meant for the dead Pharaoh. But the text also recommends this
knowledge for living beings. Thus, the journey of the Sun God can also be seen as a symbolic representation
of an inner psychic process of transformation and renewal.
The Writing of the Gods Edward Dolnick 2021-10-19 The surprising and compelling story of two rival
geniuses in an all-out race to decode one of the world’s most famous documents—the Rosetta Stone—and
their twenty-year-long battle to solve the mystery of ancient Egypt’s hieroglyphs. The Rosetta Stone is one of
the most famous objects in the world, attracting millions of visitors to the British museum ever year, and yet
most people don’t really know what it is. Discovered in a pile of rubble in 1799, this slab of stone proved to
be the key to unlocking a lost language that baﬄed scholars for centuries. Carved in ancient Egypt, the
Rosetta Stone carried the same message in diﬀerent languages—in Greek using Greek letters, and in
Egyptian using picture-writing called hieroglyphs. Until its discovery, no one in the world knew how to read
the hieroglyphs that covered every temple and text and statue in Egypt. Dominating the world for thirty
centuries, ancient Egypt was the mightiest empire the world had ever known, yet everything about it—the
pyramids, mummies, the Sphinx—was shrouded in mystery. Whoever was able to decipher the Rosetta
Stone, and learn how to read hieroglyphs, would solve that mystery and ﬂing open a door that had been
locked for two thousand years. Two brilliant rivals set out to win that prize. One was English, the other
French, at a time when England and France were enemies and the world’s two great superpowers. The
Writing of the Gods chronicles this high-stakes intellectual race in which the winner would win glory for both
himself and his nation. A riveting portrait of empires both ancient and modern, this is an unparalleled look at
the culture and history of ancient Egypt and a fascinating, fast-paced story of human folly and discovery
unlike any other.
The Egyptian Book of Living & Dying Joann Fletcher 2012-01-18 A unique, aﬀordable guide to the diverse
belief system of the ancient Egyptians. Historian Joann Fletcher traces the stages of life from conception to
the existence beyond the tomb. She gives particular emphasis to the hazardous voyage of the soul and
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all thinkers and enquirers who want to recover that lost knowledge and awaken a shift in human
consciousness.
Motherland Lost Samuel Tadros 2013-09-01 Samuel Tadros provides a clear understanding of Copts—the
native Egyptian Christians—and their crisis of modernity in conjunction with the overall developments in
Egypt as it faced its own struggles with modernity. He argues that the modern plight of Copts is inseparable
from the crisis of modernity and the answers developed to address that crisis by the Egyptian state and
intellectuals, as well as by the Coptic Church and laypeople.
Pharaoh Wilbur Smith 2016-10-18 Worldwide #1 bestselling author Wilbur Smith returns to Ancient Egypt in
a captivating new novel that will transport you to extraordinary times. EGYPT IS UNDER ATTACK. Pharaoh
Tamose lies mortally wounded. The ancient city of Luxor is surrounded, All seems lost. Taita, advisor to the
Pharaoh, prepares for the enemy’s ﬁnal, fatal push. The ex-slave, now general of Tamose’s armies, is never
more ingenious than when all hope is dashed. And this is Egypt’s most desperate hour. With the timely
arrival of an old ally, the tide is turned and the Egyptian army feasts upon its retreating foe. But upon his
victorious return to Luxor, Taita is seized and branded a traitor. Tamose is dead and a poisonous new era has
begun. The new Pharaoh has risen — and he must be stopped… From the glittering temples of Luxor to the
Citadel of Sparta, PHARAOH is an intense and powerful novel magniﬁcently transporting you to a time of
threat, blood and glory. Master storyteller, Wilbur Smith, is at the very peak of his powers.
Egyptian Art (World of Art) Bill Manley 2018-01-23 An insightful volume delving into the enduringly
compelling art of ancient Egypt, from a new historical perspective The art and architecture of Egypt during
the age of the pharaohs continue to capture the imagination of the modern world. Among the great creative
achievements of ancient Egypt are a set of constant forms: archetypes in art and architecture in which the
origins of concepts such as authority, divinity, beauty, and meaning are readily discernible. Whether adapted
to ﬁne, delicate jewelry or colossal statues, these forms maintain a human face—with human ideas and
emotions. These artistic templates, and the ideas they articulated, were reﬁned and reinvented through
dozens of centuries, until scenes ﬁrst created for the earliest kings, around 3000 BCE, were eventually used
to represent Roman emperors and the last oﬃcials of pre-Christian Egypt. Bill Manley’s account of the art of
ancient Egypt draws on the ﬁnest works through more than 3,000 years and places celebrated masterpieces,
from the Narmer palette to Tutankhamun’s gold mask, in their original contexts in the tombs, temples, and
palaces of the pharaohs and their citizens.
The Quest for Immortality Erik Hornung 2002 "This volume accompanies an exhibition of the same name,
which includes artefacts from nearly 2000 years before the Christian era. Objects such as coﬃns, tombs,
masks, jewellery, papyri, sarcophagi and monumental and small-scale sculpture reveal the reverence and
awe with which the Egyptians considered the mystery of death. The essays in this book explore Egyptian art
history, customs and worship, with speciﬁc focus on the Amduat, a book devoted to the pharaoh's 12-hour
journey to the afterlife. Additional writings detail the background of the collection and focus upon the role of
art in ancient Egypt."--Amazon.
Gods of Ancient Egypt Bruce LaFontaine 2002-04-01 Fact-ﬁlled coloring book includes 14 boldly outlined
full-page illustrations of supernatural beings worshipped by the ancient Egyptians, among them Osiris, the
god of fertility and farming; Anubis, the jackal-headed god; Isis, the goddess of love and motherhood; and
Horus, depicted as a human male with the head of a falcon. Informative captions.
The Seventh Scroll Wilbur Smith 2018-01-01 She glanced down at the drawer in which she kept all her ﬂoppy
disks. That and all the other drawers had been pulled out and thrown on the ﬂoor. They were empty, of
course; along with the disks, all her notebooks and photographs were missing. Her last connections with the
seventh scroll were lost. After three years of work, gone was the proof it had ever existed. A hunt for
treasure. A battle to stay alive. When Royan Al Simma is the victim of a vicious attack that leaves her
husband dead, her only thought is that she must continue their joint work: to use the secrets of the seventh
scroll to ﬁnd the hidden tomb of Pharaoh Mamose, and its untold trove of lost Egyptian riches. To do so, she
must bury her grief and partner with the eccentric aristocrat Nicholas Quenton-Harper, a man who shares her
passion for the ancient world. But the men who killed her husband are not yet ﬁnished. As Royan and
Nicholas draw closer to the Pharaoh's tomb, enemies are gathering - people who will stop at nothing to
ensure the scroll's promised treasures are kept from Roman's hands . . . The second book in the epic
Egyptian Series.
The New Kingdom Wilbur Smith 2021-09-07 A brand-new Egyptian novel from the master of adventure
ﬁction, Wilbur Smith A brand-new Ancient Egyptian novel from the master of adventure ﬁction and global
number 1 bestselling author, Wilbur Smith. In the heart of Egypt Under the watchful eye of the gods A new
power is rising In the city of Lahun, Hui lives an enchanted life. The favoured son of a doting father, and
ruler-in-waiting of the great city, his fate is set. But behind the beautiful façades a sinister evil is plotting.
Craving power and embittered by jealousy, Hui's stepmother, the great sorceress Isetnofret, and Hui's own
brother Qen, orchestrate the downfall of Hui's father, condemning Hui and seizing power in the city. Cast out
and alone, Hui ﬁnds himself a captive of a skilled and powerful army of outlaws, the Hyksos. Determined to
seek vengeance for the death of his father and rescue his sister, Ipwet, Hui swears his allegiance to these
enemies of Egypt. Through them he learns the art of war, learning how to ﬁght and becoming an envied
charioteer. But soon Hui ﬁnds himself in an even greater battle - one for the very heart of Egypt itself. As the
pieces fall into place and the Gods themselves join the fray, Hui ﬁnds himself ﬁghting alongside the Egyptian
General Tanus and renowned Mage, Taita. Now Hui must choose his path - will he be a hero in the old world,
or a master in a new kingdom? The New Kingdomis a brand-new Egyptian Series thriller by the master of
adventure, Wilbur Smith. Don't miss the rest of the Egyptian Series, River God, The Seventh Scroll, Warlock,
The Quest, Pharaoh and Desert God. Available now.
Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead E. A. Wallis Budge 2016-11-28 Presented in easy-to-understand
sections, with this book you will discover the magic of ancient Egypt in this comprehensive translation of the
real Egyptian Book of the Dead. Ancient EgyptianBook of the Dead is a compendium of classic texts by one of
the greatest translators and historians of ancient Egypt, as well as one of the most renowned Egyptologists
of all time, E.A. Wallis Budge. In Part I, using plain, simple, easy-to-understand language, Budge delves into
the history, instructions, motifs, themes, spells, incantations, and charms written for the dead that ancient
Egyptians would need to employ to pass from this world into the next. Throughout centuries, these "books of
the dead man" were often found buried alongside mummies and inside tombs, which locals and grave
robbers would collect. In Part II, Budge's classic translation of the Book of the Dead from the Papyrus of Ani
(and others) is presented in its original format and contains the prayers, incantations, and ancient text used
to help guide the dead during their journey. Finally, in Part III, a list of Egyptian deities is provided. Illustrated
throughout with great care, including photos, ﬁne art, and other illustrations, this edition will bring the
historic afterlife guide back to life.
Desert God Wilbur Smith 2014-09-23 Desert God has descriptive copy which is not yet available from the
Publisher.
The Seventh Scroll Wilbur Smith 2014-07-01 For four thousand years, the lavish crypt of the Pharaoh
Mamose has never been found-- until the beautiful Egyptologist Royan Al Simma ﬁnds a tantalizing clue to its
location in the Seventh Scroll, a cryptic document written by the slave Taita. But the location of the crypt and
its treasure is a secret others would kill to possess. Only one step ahead of assassins, Royan runs for her life
and into the arms of the only man she can trust, Sir Nicholas Quenton-Harper-- a daring man who will stake
his fortune and his life to join her hunt for the king's tomb. Together, they will embark on a breathtaking
journey to the most exotic locale on earth, where the greatest mystery of ancient Egypt, a chilling danger,
and an explosive passion are waiting. Steeped in ancient mystery, drama, and action, Wilbur Smith's The
Seventh Scroll will pull you in for an adventure of a lifetime.
Civilization and the Ancient Egyptians Katanga A. Bongo 2008 Bongo sheds important new light on the
most fascinating epoch in human history: Ancient Egypt. In this heavily researched work, he traces the
evolution of civilization not to the Middle East, as most scholars do, but rather the South American tribes
whose cultures had greatly inﬂuenced what would become the Land of the Pharaohs.
Storm Tide Wilbur Smith 2022-06-28 Two brothers divided over the future of a country on the brink of
revolution. Multimillion copy bestselling author Wilbur Smith returns with a brand-new historical epic, set
against the backdrop of the American revolution. The Courtney family is torn apart as three generations ﬁght
on opposing sides of a terrible war that will change the face of the world forever. 'Best Historical Novelist'
Stephen King 1774. Rob Courtney has spent his whole life in a quiet trading outpost on the east coast of
Africa, dreaming of a life of adventure at sea. When his grandfather Jim dies, Rob takes his chance and stows
away on a ship as it sails to England, with only the family heirloom, the Neptune Sword, to his name. Arriving
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in London, Rob is seduced by the charms of the big city and soon ﬁnds himself desperate and penniless. That
is until the navy comes calling. Rob is sent across the Atlantic on a ship to join the war against the rebellious
American colonists. But on the other side of the Atlantic, unbeknownst to Rob, his distant cousins Cal and
Aidan Courtney are leading a campaign against the British. Their one desire is American independence, and
they are determined to drive the British out of America - by whatever means necessary. . . A powerful new
historical thriller by the master of adventure ﬁction, Wilbur Smith, of families divided and a country on the
brink of revolution.
The City Always Wins Omar Robert Hamilton 2017-06-13 Named as one of the Best Books of 2017 by The
Boston Globe and The Arts Desk We've been doing the same thing for hundreds of years. Marching, ﬁghting,
chanting, dying, changing, winning, losing . This time will be diﬀerent. This time the future can still be made
new. The City Always Wins is a novel from the front line of a revolution. Deeply enmeshed in the 2011
uprising in Tahrir Square, Mariam and Khalil move through Cairo’s surging streets and roiling political
underground, their lives burning with purpose, their city alive in open revolt, the world watching, listening, as
they chart a course into an unknown future. They are—they believe—ﬁghting a new kind of revolution; they
are players in a new epic in the making. But as regimes crumble and the country shatters into ideological
extremes, Khalil and Mariam’s commitment—to the ideals of revolution and to one another—is put to the
test. From the highs of street battles against the police to the paralysis of authoritarianism, Omar Robert
Hamilton’s bold debut cuts straight from the heart of one of the key chapters of the twenty-ﬁrst
century.Arrestingly visual, intensely lyrical, uncompromisingly political, and brutal in its poetry, The City
Always Wins is a novel not just about Egypt’s revolution, but also about a global generation that tried to
change the world.
The Book of the Dead E. A. Wallis Budge 2019-09-25 Reproduction of the original: The Book of the Dead by E.
A. Wallis Budge
River God Wilbur Smith 2018-01-01 Fame and popularity breed envy in high places, and the adulation of the
mob is ﬁckle. They often take as much pleasure in tearing down the idols that they have grown tired of as
they did in elevating them in the ﬁrst place. It is safer by far to live unseen and unremarked, as I always
attempt to do. An ancient kingdom. An incredible destiny. Taita is a humble slave; an expert in art, poetry,
medicine and engineering, as well as keeping important secrets. He is the most treasured possession of Lord
Intef. Yet when Intef's beautiful daughter Lostris is married to the Pharaoh, Taita is commanded to follow her,
and swiftly ﬁnds himself deeper than he ever could have imagined in a world of deception and treachery. But
outside the palace, the great kingdom of Egypt is divided, and in even greater danger. Enemies threaten on
all sides, and only Taita holds the power to save them all . . . The ﬁrst book in the epic Egyptian Series.
River God Wilbur Smith 2014-07-01 Tanus is the fair-haired young lion of a warrior whom the gods have
decreed will lead Egypt's army in a bold attempt to reunite the Kingdom's shattered halves. But Tanus will
have to defy the same gods to attain the reward they have forbidden him, an object more prized than
battle's glory: possession of the Lady Lostris, a rare beauty with skin the color of oiled cedar--destined for the
adoration of a nation, and the love of one extraordinary man. International bestselling author Wilbur Smith,
creator of over two dozen highly acclaimed novels, draws readers into a magniﬁcent, richly imagined
Egyptian saga. Exploding with all the drama, mystery, and rage of ancient Egypt, River God is a masterpiece
from a storyteller at the height of his powers.
Searching for the Lost Tombs of Egypt Chris Naunton 2019-09-24 An exciting archeological exploration of
ancient Egypt that examines the potential for discovering the remaining “lost” tombs of the pharaohs.
Tombs, mummies, and funerary items make up a signiﬁcant portion of the archeological remains that survive
ancient Egypt and have come to deﬁne the popular perception of Egyptology. Despite the many sensational
discoveries in the last century, such as the tomb of Tutankhamun, the tombs of some of the most famous
individuals in the ancient world—Imhotep, Nefertiti, Alexander the Great, and Cleopatra—have not yet been
found. Archeologist Chris Naunton examines the famous pharaohs, their achievements, the bling they might
have been buried with, the circumstances in which they were buried, and why those circumstances may
have prevented archeologists from ﬁnding these tombs. In Searching for the Lost Tombs of Egypt, Naunton
sheds light on the lives of these ancient Egyptians and makes an exciting case for the potential discovery of
these lost tombs.
Ancient Egypt Douglas J. Brewer 2014-05-01 Ancient Egypt is a beautifully illustrated, easy-to-read book
covering the formative era of the Egyptian civilization: the age before the pyramids. Douglas Brewer shows
why an awareness of the earliest phase of Egyptian history is crucial to understanding of later Egyptian
culture. Beginning with a quick review of the ﬁelds of Egyptology and archaeology, Ancient Egypt takes the
reader on a compelling survey of Egypt's prehistoric past. The books tours the Nile Valley to explore its
impact on all aspects of life, from day-to-day living to regional politics, and introduces the reader to the Nile
Valley's earliest inhabitants and the very ﬁrst "Egyptians".
The Egyptian Mika Waltari 2021-11-05T00:00:00Z First published in the 1940s and widely condemned as
obscene, The Egyptian outsold every other American novel published that same year, and remains a classic;
readers worldwide have testiﬁed to its life-changing power. It is a full-bodied re-creation of a largely
forgotten era in the world’s history: an Egypt when pharaohs contended with the near-collapse of history’s
greatest empire. This epic tale encompasses the whole of the then-known world, from Babylon to Crete, from
Thebes to Jerusalem, while centering around one unforgettable ﬁgure: Sinuhe, a man of mysterious origins
who rises from the depths of degradation to get close to the Pharoah...
Titans of War Wilbur Smith 2022-10-18 Global bestselling author of River God and The New Kingdom, Wilbur
Smith, returns with the next epic book in his brand-new Ancient Egyptian series. AN UNSTOPPABLE ENEMY. A
CIVILIZATION IN RUINS. A QUEST FOR SALVATION. For over ﬁfty years Egypt has known nothing but war and
devastation at the hands of the Hyksos, a bloodthirsty barbarian people from the distant east who continue
to advance, crushing armies in their wake. Times are desperate, but throughout the conﬂict, a brave
resistance ﬁghts on under the great Taita, a slave who has risen far beyond his ranks. Piay, entrusted into
Taita's care by his parents at the age of just ﬁve, has been trained to become a great spy, unmatched by any
other. Determined to prove his worth, he embarks on a dangerous mission to the lands in the north - to
Mycenae and through the heart of Hyksos land and across the great sea - to ﬁnd allies to help defend Egypt.
As the situation becomes increasingly precarious, and the fate of the kingdom is hanging in the balance, can
Piay succeed in his quest or will this mean the end of the glory that is Egypt once and for all? 'Best historical
novelist - I say Wilbur Smith' Stephen King
Mystery of the Egyptian Scroll Scott Peters You, who have dug deep and sifted hard for a story to read,
have unearthed an ancient treasure: a mystery from the dusty ages, when a kid could be a hero and ﬁght for
the good of all . . . 12-year-old Zet and his sister Kat love running their family pottery stall. But it's a struggle
to keep aﬂoat, now that their father is away ﬁghting the Hyksos invaders. When the siblings learn about a
valuable scroll that's gone missing, Zet and Kat decide to join forces. If they can ﬁnd it, they'll win a huge
reward for their family. Their problems will be over! Little do they know what troubles lie ahead. The chase
leads Zet and Kat into the hotspots of ancient Egypt--from stunning temples to the Nile river, through a
mysterious land of hieroglyphics, Egyptian gods, mythology, and majesty that the world has never forgotten.
A modern children's classic "A big hit in our library, can't keep it on the shelf." - E. Crow, Librarian "Action
packed" - Middle Grade Fiction Finder "Peters is such a natural and gifted storyteller, so adept at bringing the
sights and sounds and smells of ancient Egypt alive, that readers of all ages will be swept along." - Historical
Novel Society 6th grade ELA/SS: "My co-teacher and I have used this book for the past 2 years and the
students absolutely love it!" Janine Taft. The short, exciting chapters make it perfect for school reading lists.
Great for boys and girls age 9-12 (Lexile: 490-570) Packed with fascinating ancient Egypt facts kids will love.
This page-turning tale is a great way to introduce middle-school readers to the world of ancient Egypt. The
adventure starts here! Start sleuthing with the Hardy Boys of Ancient Egypt. Read now.
Warlock Wilbur Smith 2018-01-01 Even before he could move, the full realisation of what confronted him
blazed in the Pharaoh's mind. This was the foul and loathsome thing that Taita, with his clairvoyant powers,
had smelt in the air. The light was strong enough for him to make out every detail of the enemy he had loved
as a friend. The magic of the gods. The treachery of man. In his long life, Taita has gone from slave to
warlock, and now his wisdom and abilities are known throughout the kingdom. But even his immense skills
cannot protect those close to him from the evil that lurks at the heart of Egypt: Lord Naja, self-proclaimed
Regent until the Prince comes of age. Taita must summon all of his formidable gifts to protect the true ruler,
the young prince Nefer - grandson of Queen Lostris. As enemy forces join together to bring destruction to the
whole land, it is no longer a matter of simple magic. To defeat the false Pharaohs, the gods and armies must
share their powers with a mortal warlock . . . The third book in the epic Egyptian Series
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